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at the conclusion of the
house interior and insular affairs
field hearings on native land
claims in anchorage saturday
rep ed edmondson doklaD okla
expressed his sympathy to rep
howard pollock for having such
a newspaper as the anchorage
daily times in his state

rep edmondson attacked an
editorial entitled the goldberg
bill which appeared in the
anchorage times saturday he
labeled the editorial journalism
at its lowest level

the assembled crowd of wit-
nesses and observers gave re-
sounding applause as edmondson
stated you dont have to read
more than two or three lines

to learn how very little respect
the editorial writer has for the
facts

edmondson said it was gut-
ter journalism for the anchor-
age times to say it was against
discrimination and at the same
time entitle the editorial the
goldbergGoldbergoldbergbillgBilLbill

he contrasted the anchorage
times editorial with the tundra
times headline story of last
week which criticized the com-
mittee for preparing a poor
schedule displaying the issue
edmondson termed the story
straightforwardstraight forward reporting
the editorial in the daily

evening newspapernewipaper edited by
robert atwood claimed that

natives would receive hundreds
of billions of dollars through
the proposed 2 per cent over-
riding royalty edmondson stated
this charge was simply untrue

the proposals jn the alaska
federation of natives biltbill arriv-
ed

V

at in a series of meetings of
the AFN board of directors was
consistantlyconsistentlyconsist antly referred to as mr
goldbergs proposals or this
goldberg line

the anchorage times also
alleged the AFN bill would seal
off approximately 97 percent of
the eentire area of alaska

the paper used such adjectives
as bombshell and shocking
and real plum as well as bur
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den in describing the document
the angry reaction of con-

gressman edmondson was repeat-
ed by a number of native leaders
AFN president emil notti termed
the editorial 16 1 ridiculous other
native leaders described it as out
of line or condescending to
the native people

66 thaithat is what the congress-
ional committee must realize

and that is why this goldberg
line that has been fed into the
alaska native federation bill is
a threat to all the people of the
49th state the anchorage times
concluded

apparently at least one con-
gressman did realize something
from the editorial and apparent-
ly it was not quite what the
anchorage times expected


